This research was conducted to examine the role of Y generation who born between 1980 and 1999 lifestyle on career values between the career values. Those who can not maintain the lifestyle dimensions in the research being done are popular optimists, self-centers, adventurers, social workers, achievement-oriented and adaptive. Career values dimensions include autonomy/autonomy, security/stability, technical/functional competencies, general/managerial competencies, enterprise/creativity, service/self-devotion and pure challenge/competition. The findings of the research are as follows: 

? With untouchables valued in technical/functional competencies and pure challenge/competitive career, 

? With popular optimistler valuing your overall/managerial career to be a pure challenge/competitive career value priority, 

? The adventurers will have access to all career values except security/stability, technical/functional and service/dedication, 

? Achievement focuses on all career values except technical/functional, 

? Adjustments tend to be more inclined to career value than pure challenge/competition. 

? Women are, according to men; centered, self-centered, success-oriented and harmonious lifestyle dimensions. In the orientation of career values, autonomous/autonomous, security/stability, general/managerial competencies and service/self-dedication have emerged. 
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